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	For a long time I was fascinated by trying to understand the behavioral, endocrine

	and neural mechanisms controlling rat sexual behavior, independently of whether

	such an understanding was of any use or not. My favorite afternoon distraction

	was to walk over to the lab and see how the experiments were going, and if possible

	I made some observations of a couple of copulating rats. Although I have had

	this habit for many years, I have never got bored of seeing the same motor patterns

	repeated over and over again. There is always something new to discover. There

	may be some unexpected effect of an experimental treatment, a rat that behaves in

	an unusual way, or just a funny conversation with a student observer, who I had

	judged as very boring until then. However, with the passage of time and the accumulation

	of knowledge and experience, it was impossible to avoid getting some

	thoughts concerning the meaning and even the real interest of experimental studies

	of rodent sexual behaviors. These thoughts partly originated in discussions with

	people outside the field of rat sex research, who candidly asked if the rat data had

	any relevance for humans. My standard answer was that I didn't care, since my interest

	was focused on scientific rather than utilitarian problems. If that answer were

	satisfactory or not was of no concern to me. At that time another issue appeared

	more disturbing than questions regarding applicability of rat research to humans.

	The discovery that once glorious notions slowly were forgotten and replaced by

	other ones, and that dominant research themes and strategies demised and were

	replaced by other ones troubled me a lot. Still worse, the replacements were not

	necessarily new, they were often only different. Like we can observe at the seasonal

	shows at Paris’ haute couture houses, fashions come and go, and some come

	back again in an eternal vicious circle. The ephemerality of many hypotheses and

	research questions as well as the reappearance of once rejected notions seemed to

	me far more appalling than potential applicability of the findings.
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Task Scheduling for Parallel Systems (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A new model for task scheduling that dramatically improves the efficiency of parallel systems   

   Task scheduling for parallel systems can become a quagmire of heuristics, models, and methods that have been developed over the past decades. The author of this innovative text cuts through the confusion and complexity by...
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Optimizing Compilers for Modern Architectures: A Dependence-based ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
Modern computer architectures designed with high-performance microprocessors offer tremendous potential gains in performance over previous designs. Yet their very complexity makes it increasingly difficult to produce efficient code and to realize their full potential. This landmark text from two leaders in the field focuses on the pivotal role...
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Xcode 4 Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to Xcode 4 Unleashed! This book shows you

	how to use Apple’s integrated development environment to

	make great products with the least effort.





	Xcode 4 is the descendant of a family of development tools

	dating back nearly 20 years to NeXT’s ProjectBuilder. It

	started as a text editor, a...
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Resource Management in Wireless NetworkingSpringer, 2006
This is the first book that provides readers with a deep technical overview of recent advances in resource management for wireless networks at different layers of the protocol stack. The subject is explored in various wireless networks, such as ad hoc wireless networks, 3G/4G cellular, IEEE 802.11, and Bluetooth personal area networks.
...
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Harnessing Green IT: Principles and Practices (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	“Ultimately, this is a remarkable book, a practical testimonial, and a comprehensive bibliography rolled into one. It is a single, bright sword cut across the various murky green IT topics. And if my mistakes and lessons learned through the green IT journey are any indication, this book will be used every day by folks interested in...
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Beginning Perl for BioinformaticsO'Reilly, 2001
With its highly developed capacity to detect patterns in data, Perl has become one of the most popular languages for biological data analysis. But if you're a biologist with little or no programming experience, starting out in Perl can be a challenge. Many biologists have a difficult time learning how to apply the language to bioinformatics. The...
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